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Abstract In this paper, three-dimensional (3D) beamforming characteristics and applications in fifth generation (5G) mobile communications have been studied by considering the physical structure of array antennas, and the properties of the 3D beam pattern formed by planar, rectangular array antennas. Array beam gains are formulated according to rectangular array antennas. The effect of array antenna configuration on 3D beamforming is studied especially according to the building height. The field trial and measurement results have been presented for single and multiple mobile users. The field trial results show that (1) The total sum rate from all users can be increased multiple times (i.e. 3 to 4 times) as large as that of a single user. When the number of users is larger than 8, the sum rate becomes saturated; (2) Users with uniform angular distribution can achieve larger sum rate than users with centralized distribution due to space separation; (3) The performance of the multi-antenna system is best under static-user conditions, with it dropping considerably for mobile conditions, even by more than 50% due to poor channel state information estimation; (4) In case of 3D beamforming, good coverage performance can be achieved in medium or high buildings.

Index Terms—5G, Massive MIMO, 3D beamforming, multiuser communications

I. INTRODUCTION

Fifth generation (5G) mobile communication has been developing very rapidly. To meet the demand for high system capacity, effort has been made by scientists and researchers in the aspects of increasing the efficiency of existing resources and exploring newly available resources (e.g. the spatial domain) suitable for wireless communications. Investigations aiming to improve the efficiency of various resources (i.e. in time, frequency, and spatial domains) have attracted research interest for dozens of years, created abundant outcomes in both theory and application scenarios from single-user to multi-user systems; from single input single output to multiple input multiple output (MIMO) and further to massive MIMO [1]-[2]; from single mode to multiple mode system (i.e. time domain to space-time domain processing architecture) [3]; from orthogonal to non-orthogonal coding, modulation and estimation systems [4]-[6].

In particular, developing the spatial domain resource attracts worldwide research interest. Among this, research on beamforming technology is a hot topic [7]-[9]. The rapidly increasing challenges emerge among the scarcity of available resources, such as time, frequency spectrum and code that can be employed in wireless communications, and the dramatically increasing demand for higher data rate and system capacity, making spatial resource more important than ever in wireless communication systems.

Beamforming refers to the function of smart antennas which controls the properties of the electromagnetic wave radiation pattern of an array antenna by aligning the amplitude and phase of transmitting/receiving signals in the array antenna elements thus increasing the array antenna gain in the intended angle of direction, and at the same time, suppressing gain in other angular directions where interference signals would result. Beamforming can increase signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for intended users, providing multiple benefits for the system, such as, higher system capacities, lower transmit power, and greater frequency reuse factor within a given area. In general, beamforming techniques encompass two types, switched-beam and adaptive beamforming systems.
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Switched-beam systems [10] create fixed beam patterns. A decision has to be made as to which beams to choose at a given time based upon the demand of the system. On the contrary, the adaptive beamforming technique [11] synthesizes beams in arbitrary directions of interest while simultaneously nulling interfering signals in unintended angles of direction. Beamforming techniques have evolved from two-dimensional (2D) to three-dimensional (3D) beamforming not only covering horizontal, but also vertical such as is required for high-rise buildings. Like 2D beamforming, 3D beamforming may be developed based on switch-beam or adaptive beamforming.

2D beamforming employs a linear array antenna. Array elements of the linear array are aligned in a straight line separated from each other by equal or arbitrary length of distance measured in wavelength of carrier frequency. Due to the architectural limitation, a linear array can only form 2D beam pattern in either horizontal or vertical plane, thus it can only distinguish or separate users in different angles of either horizontal or vertical plane, lacking capability of identification in both planes at the same time. Therefore, 2D beamforming cannot make full use of 3D spatial domain [10]. While using the same principle as 2D beamforming, 3D beamforming can be implemented based on planar flat/volume array antennas, which has distinct characteristics in beam patterns. Contrary to 2D beamforming, 3D beamforming boasts capability of identifying users in full spatial dimension by forming 3D beam patterns in arbitrary cubic angle of directions, improving usage efficiency of spatial domain [11]. This is very important for combating the increasingly scarce resources in wireless communications.

3D beamforming technique is more attractive in massive MIMO wireless communications owning to the beneficial capability of controlling the strength of radiation field energy in different directions in spatial domain. Performances of 3D beamforming in wireless communications obviously relies on the properties of the beam pattern. Therefore, it is of importance to investigate in depth the properties and applications of 3D beamforming, analyzing system performance of massive MIMO communications, and evaluating the actual performance through field trials.

In this paper, we will analyze 3D beamforming properties and applications in wireless communications based on the physical structure of an array antenna, addressing the 3D beam pattern property of plane rectangular array antenna beamforming. We will present the closed-form formulae of antenna beam pattern parameters based on a rectangular array antenna. The field trials are carried out with 3D beamforming in a practical wireless communication scenario. The measurement results will be presented for single user and multiple users.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces 3D beamforming application scenarios. Section III presents characteristics of the 2D beam pattern in a linear array. Section IV describes 3D beam patterns in a rectangular antenna array. Section V present the trial system and measurement results. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. 3D Beamforming Application Scenario

Due to ultra-high data rate transmissions, the coverage area of a 5G base station (BS), named next generation nodeB (gNB), should be much smaller than that of the 4G BS. In particular, in dense areas, where there are a number of high-rise buildings, the gNB must provide services through 3D beamforming. Figure 1 shows one application scenario, where there are high-rise buildings served by 5G massive MIMO, which provides 3D beams not only horizontally, but also vertically. Each vertical layer of the formed beams covers a number of floors in a high-rise building. Thus, in order to cover the whole high-rise building, multiple layers of beams are required.
III. LINEAR ARRAYS

First, we present the horizontal linear array. For each linear horizontal array, the spacing between two antenna elements is \( d_h = 0.5\lambda \), where \( \lambda \) is the RF signal wavelength. \( N \) and \( \theta \) represent the number of horizontal antenna elements and an angle of departure (AoD) at the horizontal plane. Assuming that each antenna element is weighted by a weighting factor, the normalized array factor of any horizontal beam \( n \), where \( n = 1,2,\ldots,N \), is given by [10]

\[
A_n(\theta) = \frac{\sin\left(\frac{d_h}{\lambda} \pi N \sin \theta - \beta_n\right)}{N \sin\left(\frac{d_h}{\lambda} \pi N \sin \theta - \frac{1}{N} \beta_n\right)}
\]

where \( \beta_n \) is given by

\[
\beta_n = \left(-\frac{N+1}{2} + n\right) \pi. \tag{2}
\]

Fig. 2 shows the 8-antenna horizontal array with beamforming. It can be seen that \( N=8 \) beams are formed by the 8-antenna array. The effective angle range of horizontal coverage can be 120 degrees.

Second, we present the linear vertical array. In practice, the vertical angle of coverage should be smaller than the horizontal angle of coverage. Therefore, fewer layers of vertical beams may be considered. Assuming there are \( L \) vertical antenna elements with the space separation of \( 0.83\lambda \) between two adjacent elements. The \( L \) antenna elements are divided into \( M \) sub-arrays (equivalent units) with each sub-array consisting of \( L/M \) antenna elements. Note that each sub-array is weighted with one phase angle (one RF chain). Assuming that each sub-array has three antenna elements (i.e. \( L/M = 3 \)), the space separation between two equivalent units is \( d_v = 0.83\lambda \cdot L/M = 0.83\lambda \cdot 3 = 2.49\lambda \). Assuming that \( \phi \) represents an AoD at the vertical, the normalized array factor of any vertical beam \( m \), where \( m = 1,2,\ldots,M \), is given by

\[
B_m(\phi) = \frac{\sin\left(\frac{d_v}{\lambda} \pi M \sin \phi - \beta_m\right)}{M \sin\left(\frac{d_v}{\lambda} \pi \sin \phi - \frac{1}{M} \beta_m\right)} W_L(\phi) \tag{3}
\]

where \( \beta_m \) is given by (2) with substitution of \( N \) and \( n \) with \( M \) and \( m \), respectively. \( W_L(\phi) \) is a window function depending on the number, \( L \), of each equivalent element and given by [11]

\[
W_L(\phi) = \left[\frac{\sin(0.83\pi L \sin \phi)}{0.83\pi L \sin \phi}\right] \tag{4}
\]

When \( L=1 \), \( W_L(\phi) = 1 \) for vertical AoD, which is a constant window function. Fig. 3 shows the beam patterns for \( M=4 \) and \( L=12 \). It can be seen that for four equivalent antenna units, the four vertical beams may cover 24-degree angles.

IV. RECTANGULAR ANTENNA ARRAYS

The conceptual block diagram of the rectangular antenna arrays is shown in Figure 4. The rectangular antenna array structure has 32 antenna elements (4 rows and 8 columns). Since each sub-array has 3 vertical antenna elements, the rectangular array has 96 antenna elements in total. Each sub-array is connected to one dedicated RF chain, there are up to 32 RF chains.

When \( L/M=3 \), the space between two adjacent sub-arrays

Fig. 3. Equivalent vertical antenna sub-arrays, four sub-arrays (4 RF chains) with 3 antenna elements in each sub-array.

Fig. 4. Rectangular antenna configuration (4x8 sub-array configuration).
is $2.4\lambda$. By considering downlink digital beamforming similarly to the Butler method, 32 sub-arrays may form 32 beams with 4 rows (vertical) and 8 columns (horizontal). The normalized array factor of any 3D beam is given by

$$C_{nm} = A_n(\theta) \cdot B_m(\phi) \tag{5}$$

Fig. 5 illustrates the beam pattern generated according to (5). In the vertical plane, all the beams are within 24 degrees, while in the horizontal plane, all the beams are within 120 degrees (or, typically one sector). The vertical range of 24 degrees may cover most realistic scenarios for building coverage. If each beam supports one user, 32 users may be supported by this complete MIMO architecture. Further, if antenna polarization technology is used \[11\], each beam may support two users through the two polarizations, and the number of users may be doubled so that 64 users may be supported by only using the spatial domain.

V. Field Trial Results

In this section, some representative field trial results are presented. Single and multiple users are considered. The field trials are specified as follows. In the urban area, a total of 30 or 60 gNBs are deployed, and the distance between two gNBs is around 450 to 500 meters. The main system parameters and specifications are listed in Table I.

A. RSRP comparison for multiple broadcast vertical beams in a building

In the trial system, each targeted building is covered by vertical multicast beams generated at an individual BS

![Fig. 5: Complete beam patterns, (a) one layer of vertical beams (1x8 sub-array configuration), (b): two layers of vertical beams (2x8 sub-array) configuration, (c) 4 layers of vertical beams (4x8 sub-array configuration)](image)

![Fig. 6: A medium-rise building covered by 1, 2 or 4 vertical beams](image)
covered by the main beam(s), and the reference signal received power (RSRP) indicated by the synchronisation signal block (SSB) is relatively high, about 1~17 dB, compared to single vertical beam; (2) For a large high-rise building (e.g. over 140m) near the midpoint, due to the limited dynamic range of the SSB scan, the upper floors are covered by the sidelobes of beams. The RSRP and SINR gains of the upper floors are reduced to about 2dB for 2 or 4 vertical beams, compared to single beam.

In order to demonstrate the impact of using multiple beams, a trial system was set up for a medium-rise building surrounded by multiple medium-rise and high-rise buildings in a dense urban area. The reference building with a height of 57 meters is 120 meters away from the BS. The BS has a height of 54 meters. Fig. 7 shows the impact of multi-beams on the RSRP gain, which is defined as the ratio of RSRP of 2 or 4 vertical SSB beams to that of 1 vertical SSB beam. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the vertical 2 or 4 SSB vertical coverage area is significantly larger than that of the single SSB in the lower and upper levels where the main lobe of the single SSB is not aligned. It is shown that the maximum gain of 2 SSB RSRP is 8 dB, while the maximum gain of 4 SSB RSRP is 17dB.

B. Performance of Single and Multiple Users in Case of 2D Beamforming

In this section, the data rate for both downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) transmissions is demonstrated when a single user and multiple users are located on the horizontal plane in case of 2D beamforming.

1) Single User

In the trial of the single user performance, SA outdoor road traversal tests were carried out and the measured throughputs of the mobile terminal were recorded. The trial roadmap is shown in Fig. 8, where the different colors shows different moving routes. In the trial, with a moving speed of around 30km/h, the testing mobile device was moving in a field covered by 20 BSs, including about 60 small cellular sectors. The distance between any two BSs is about 350 meters to 400 meters. When the testing mobile device was located in the coverage area of one cellular sector, it was served with the full resources of this sector. At the same time, other sectors in the trial area added up to 50% load as interference. That is, the full transmit power of each BS was used to add up to 50% physical resource blocks (PRBs) or orthogonal channel noise generation (OCNG). The traffic load from other sectors caused interference to the testing mobile device.

Table II lists the downstream number and rate in outdoor traversal test, while Table III lists the upstream number and rate in outdoor traversal test. It can be seen from the two tables that when the neighboring zone is unloaded, the ratio of downlink four streams is about 10%, the ratio of downstream three streams is about 67%, and the average downlink data rate can reach up to 900Mbps; the ratio of uplink dual streams can reach 100%, and the average uplink data rate can reach about 109Mbps. Under the loading condition of 50% downlink in the neighboring area, due to increased interference, the ratio of large streams decreases, the ratio of downlink three-streams drops to 44%, the ratio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II</th>
<th>MAIN SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND SPECIFICATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DL Rank 1&amp;2 ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor cells 0% loaded</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor cells 50% loaded</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table III</th>
<th>UPSTREAM NUMBER AND RATE IN OUTDOOR TRAVERSAL TEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL Rank 2 ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor cells 0% loaded</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of downlink four-streams drops to 0, and the average downlink data rate drops by 30% -40% to 483Mbps

2) 1 to 9 Users
In order to investigate the performance of cell throughput and stream number adaptively changing with the number of users, first we conducted the following tests: 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9 users, respectively, being served simultaneously, and recorded the cell throughput. The precoding technology of minimum mean square error (MMSE) was used for the multiuser communications. Fig. 9 shows the multiuser trial site. Data streams were transmitted at the same time for three minutes for a varying number of users. The cell throughputs of 1/3/5/7/8/9 users, respectively, were measured.

Fig. 10 shows the testing peak throughputs for 1/3/5/7/8/9 users, where all users were located at good points in absence of adjacent cell interference. In order to better ensure the effect of pairing [11], in the multi-user pairing process, the number of streams for each user is 2 downstreams and 1 upstream. It can be seen from the figure that when the number of users is small, increasing the number of users increases the peak throughput for both DL and UL. When there are 8 users, corresponding to 8 horizontal beams, the maximum number of streams in the cell is reached (16 streams downstream, 8 streams upstream); when the number of terminals (i.e. users) continues to increase beyond 8, the cell throughput will be relatively stable.

Through using the 64T64R base station equipment, the service beam is narrower and the number of layers is larger. With a 2T4R terminal, the maximum number of downlink streams for a single user is 4 and the maximum number of uplink streams is 2; while the typical maximum number of downlink streams in a cell can reach up to 16 and the typical maximum number of uplink streams can reach up to 8. Theoretically, this is about 4 times the peak rate of a single user. The peak throughput of the cell under multiple users is determined by the maximum processing capacity of the network, and its performance is closely related to the algorithm of 5G key large-scale antenna technology [11]. When there is enough space separation or beam isolation between multiple users and the signal is good, the peak throughput of the cell can be reached. In the trial, the measured peak throughput of the cell is about 3 times the peak throughput of a single user, and the downlink and uplink can reach more than 5Gbps and 650Mbps, respectively.

In practice, the distribution of users is random, which cannot ensure good separation between different users. At this time, the average cell throughput should be smaller and the peak throughput of the cell will be reduced. The main factors impacting the average cell throughput include user random distribution and moving speed. Assume 10 users in the field testing of average cell throughput. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the downlink and uplink cell throughputs, in which 4 cases are considered: (1) all users are located at good points, in absence of adjacent cell interference, (2) Evenly static distribution, where 1/2/3/4 users are located at excellent/good/fair/bad points, respectively, in presence of 50% adjacent cell interference; (3) Concentrated static distribution where the separation of users should be less than 1 meter in presence of 50% adjacent cell interference; (4) evenly moving distribution in presence of 50% adjacent cell interference. Of the 10 users, 4 users slowly move among excellent/good/fair/bad points, 4 users move at the speed of 3km/h between good and bad points, 2 users move...
The main reason is that the performance of multi-user pairing degrades, and the average throughput of the cell decreases by 35% to 50% for DL and UL, respectively. In a multi-user moving scenario, since the channel information between different users varies greatly, the accuracy of channel state information (CSI) estimation degrades, the rate is 50% -70% lower than that of the fixed-point even distribution.

In order to show some performance comparison between trial and simulation results, the multiuser simulation has been carried out specifically by considering case (2): the evenly static scenario. The simulation results in case (2) have been added in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. It can be seen from the figures that the simulated cell throughputs are 1.71Gbps, and 288Mbps for downlink and uplink, respectively, whereas the trial cell throughputs are 2.88Gbps, and 482Mbps for downlink and uplink, respectively. Therefore, the trial results are higher than simulation results. The main reason is that in the actual trial, the locations of the user distribution have specially been selected in the way that different users are located in different beams so that the number of pairing data streams among multiple users is relatively high.

3) Larger Than 10 Users

In order to further verify the network performance in large-capacity scenario the above steps. All the users are located at the premeasured and selected good points of the signal and are distributed as uniformly as possible within each service beam of the base station. The measured downlink cell throughput is 4.2Gbps-4.5Gbps, and the uplink cell throughput is about 450Mbps-480Mbps. When increasing from 20 users to 100 users, due to increased interference between multi-user streams, the average throughput of the uplink and downlink is reduced slightly by 5% to 10% as shown in Fig. 14.

C. Performance of Single User in Case of 3D Beamforming

In order to evaluate the coverage performance of 3D beamforming with 2/4 vertical beams, we consider the simple scenario of single user. The test building is located at about 120 meters away with height of 57 meters from the test building is located at about 120 meters away with height of 57 meters from the
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5G gNB, which is 54 meters high. Therefore, the building is located in the straight direction of the 5G gNB sector. The building has a total of 20 floors. For testing, the single user is located on Floors 3, 11, and 20 as low, medium, and high floors, respectively. The average throughput over 2/4 vertical beams is shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen from the figure that because the dynamic range of the dimensional beam is increased, and the coverage performance of the vertical dimension is enhanced. For a typical building with a medium distance from the gNB, good coverage performance can be achieved in all the low, medium, and high-rise floors. Specifically, the DL rates of about 660-750Mbps and DL rates of around 40-78Mbps are obtained.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, 3D beamforming of 5G massive MIMO systems has been studied to cover high-rise buildings. The field trial and measurement results have been presented in the cases of single and multiple mobile users. From the field trial results, the following conclusions have been drawn:

(1) The multilayer beams from 64 transmit/receive antennas at a base station (gNB) can cover high-rise buildings with a height of 140 meters with good receive signal quality.

(2) For 2D beamforming, in the case of single user with 4 receive antennas, 3 and 4 data streams can be accommodated with 67% and 10% respectively. However, if a neighbour cell is 50% loaded, the 3 and 4 streams may be supported with 44% and 0%, respectively, so that the data rate is reduced significantly due to intercell interference.

(3) For 2D beamforming, in the case of a number of users, the total sum rate from all users can be increased multiple times (i.e. 3 to 4 times) as large as that of a single user. When the number of users is larger than 8, the sum rate has been saturated.

(4) Users with uniform distribution can achieve larger sum rate than users with centralized distribution due to space separation.

(5) Under static user conditions, the performance of the multi-antenna system is the best; under low-speed mobile conditions, the performance of the multi-antenna system drops sharply, even by more than 50%.

(6) For 3D beamforming, in a typical building with a medium distance from the gNB, good coverage performance can be achieved in all the low, medium, and high-rise floors.
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